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Abstract: Currently, the Information Technology (IT) has a great influence on the lives of the people in all aspect of the life. However, different societies react with IT delivery in various ways. The degree of the deployment of Information Technology, the IT readiness index reveals the availability of IT applications in any country. This research paper target this issue in Saudi Arabia. The study figure out that the IT skills of users do not correlate with the IT readiness in Saudi Arabia. In addition, found that the training the end-users is significant to exploit the Information Technology to an optimum level.
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INTRODUCTION

Information Technology (IT) deployment has been used a criterion to assess the technology infusion and application in individuals, in institutions and Governments. Since we live in the “information age,” information technology has become a part of our everyday lives. Studies consistently indicate that there exist enormous variations in the levels of IT applications across countries. Explaining the wide range of variations in IT application requires a systematic analysis of the factors which appear to influence the deployment. This study discusses general theoretical as well as practical considerations for explaining the levels of IT applications in countries particularly Saudi Arabia. Explanations of the levels of application have been offered with two perspectives. These are whether the differences in the IT applications that are found are attributable to initial differences in the individual background characteristics or to the organizational environment. Both perspectives have supported their positions with collections of empirical evidence. In this study, the primary focus of concern is to identify factors explaining the IT deployment problems of the end-users in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, other aspects of IT applications are not considered.

Two visions of the dynamics of IT enhanced deployment are germane to an understanding of IT penetration movements. The first would emphasize the role of innovative applications whose resource-saving effects impinged upon many branches of the technology concurrently, especially through spillovers of IT knowledge and the diffusion of general purpose technologies into practical use. The second view considers the variegated possible sources of measured IT application increase, each of which might be relevant to one or another particular industry or Government at some period.

It is worth to investigate the additional charge and to develop a set of goals for the user community with regard to the use of information technology, perhaps targeting its various user categories. These roles are identified with that they would present areas or opportunities for IT deployment to exercise leadership in the use of information technology to improve learning process about the wider availability of IT innovations.

Defining information technology: Information Technology (IT) broadly includes the computing infrastructure, the communication infrastructure and by extension of these, the institutional infrastructure (e.g., multi-campus consortia) and the instructional infrastructure (a range of courses from small classes taught by one faculty member to large, team taught or distance learning courses). (NSF, 1998) Thus, any study on the IT includes the computing, communication and the extensions such as web and other applications. The study of the infusion and the degree of the application and practice is the IT readiness. The IT readiness also includes the above components and any research need to focus the IT readiness and these issues.

With the advent of the Internet and a variety of software and hardware applications, institutions have predominantly focused on the acquisition of hardware and computer network infrastructure in the pursuit of
information technology goals (Miller, 2007). Despite the current economic challenges. We believe that the deployment of IT is increasing because of two principal reasons. One is that technology is evolving continuously and, despite economic slowdown in the past two years and also in the possible immediate future years, progress in most areas of IT capabilities continues at a sweltering pace. For example, the price of computers and IT components is falling down which make people to resort to newer technology with less cost and thus the society now get access to affordable computing. Packages, services and software capabilities are available to the large number of users which further leads to a large degree for the growth in popularity of social networks and other relevant components like Web 2.0 including Wikis and blogs. And also, in The Networked Readiness Index, Saudi Arabia has improved their ranking from 48-40 from 2007-2008-2008-2009 (Irend Mia 2009). However, whether these facts ensure that the IT deployment and its exploitation stand in an optimum level? Whether these data manifest in reality in terms of exploitation and application? In fact, inequality surfaces in the IT utility and users’ readiness. This factor needs to be investigated.

**Studies on IT skills assessment:** The growth of digital content and technology and its unlimited use in organizations have created profound issues that raise questions about the knowledge, training, technology. The knowledge focus is stemmed from the levels of skills as Manninen (2004) proposed three levels of skills such as the foundation or basic skills are distinguished from the more specialized-technical skills and are considered as the basis for every person with knowledge of digital technology. The specific knowledge and competences are acquired either formally or non-formally.

Besides, the knowledge and technology, the studied reasons for the varied levels of information technology readiness is the personality composition, particularly motivation, self esteem, learning styles and cognitive thinking-influences a person’s academic performance and the decision to pursue IT education and careers. (Wilson 2004)

Training has the common goals of improving skills, knowledge and task based performance of the users in information technology. Within the training context, multiple studies have investigated the factors that lead to improved knowledge, skills and performance including those that focus on training mechanisms (Al-A’ali, M., 2007, Yi and Davis, 2001; 2003; Al-Gahtani et al., 2007; Ghobakhloo, 2010) and those that focus on trainee characteristics (Johnson and Marakas, 2000).

Training in the recent period, particularly the Web Training helps the novice users learn how to manage files and data to process and handle. The generation of advice makes use of adaptive computer techniques and is adapted to each individual learner’s needs, depending on their knowledge level, age, habits and difficulties. (Kabassi and Virvou, 2004).

**Mechanisms employed:** The research addressed in this work identified a few significant needs/issues by discussing the various applications and lead to plan as well as predict the possible future directions of information technology:

- The research on IT deployment and the users’ readiness to exploit in an optimal way needs to be documented to offer the validity to which leads to produce Information Technology application modes
- The influence of the use of current information technology on the individual and organizations. The study of factors that play role in the formation of IT innovations and fix future path of information technology
- The study of the technological components such as packages, prototypes and services

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

A suitable research design is important to elicit the tactical data and information about understanding how the information technology is impacting the learning environment of organizations and institutions. The proposed research design can permit direct observation and thorough exploration of the research context. As a result, the design of the study evolved from within the qualitative research which is described as a multiple observational environment. Eight different organizations and institutions including Government departments of the country were selected based upon their varied IT applications, perceived level of technology infusion and openness in the application. Such purposeful sampling is carried out based on the observation and experience as IT research team. Further, it is noted that the selected users would provide an open and trusting research environment for the study.

The principal methods of data collection employed are the observations, personal interviews, focus group interviews and document review. They were utilized during the research to provide a thorough understanding
of the interactions between the users in the selected organizations. Throughout the data collection period, the data was collected from multiple informal observations in each studied organization, acting in what has been called the participant observer role. Eight formal observations were conducted in each organization as well, with the researcher in a primarily observational role for a longer period of time. Following the observations and nearing the end of the data collection period, personal interviews were held with each of the eight users in addition to several focus group interviews of users. The constant comparative method of data analysis was used to look for similarities and differences between and among units of data collected from multiple sources. The major areas and categories identified throughout the research process and once such labels emerged, each unit of data was coded according to where it fit within these categories.

**Computation methodology and data:** In line with the methodology described above, the data set is composed of a mixture of hard and survey data capturing both quantitative and qualitative determinants of a country's IT readiness. In this regard, many variables such as are hard, quantitative data, collected from organizations are validated to ensure data comparability across studied organizations. Many components of the data set requirements invited reflections of the dimensions that are more qualitative in nature or for which there are no hard data available for a large number of organizations but that are significant in capturing national information technology readiness. These data are drawn from the Opinion Survey. The solicited data include the reflections about the services, packages, technology together with the users' perception and understanding of the IT penetration and readiness and to what extent these are prioritized in the national agenda. For all these dimensions, since no hard data are available, the users provide an invaluable source of information and insight.

Data were collected from individuals working in various Government as well as private organization who have either undergone introductory computer skills course or training. The data collected were related to two components, viz., assessment of basic computer knowledge and computer history and the second component of the study is the development of technical skills. The skills addressed in this study included Internet/email, word processing, graphics packages, spreadsheets and database skills. Skill acquisition for each computer use and application was assessed through the skills test. Of interest to this study was the spreadsheet skills assessment. The spreadsheet skills test utilized an online testing system where the students used windows platform to complete a series of a few tasks. On the day of the spreadsheet skills test, participants first completed a consent form and a questionnaire assessing the variables of interest in the study. After completing the questionnaire, participants completed the skills test.

**RESULTS**

Notwithstanding the available information, it is possible to examine the proportion of organizations where users get training in IT in their jobs. On this measure, the level of training organizations' in Saudi Arabia is relatively low when comparing too many countries. The relationship between access to IT education and training and the proportion of work centers that are learning organizations could not be explored in our multivariate analysis due to lack of data in Saudi Arabia.

Using the set of both dependent and independent variables, we have measured broadly the relationship interrelationship between the variables to confirm the existence of difficulties in IT readiness of Saudi Arabia. The collective variables data is presented in the Table 1.

**Diffusion, Implementation rate and application of information technology:** The variables and parameters described in the method section are studied using extensive data collected, but reported in the following tables at a broad level by integrating the data into a few identified major component variables.

While all examined variables in the studied sectors, organizations, IT applications show a positive trend, the contribution of organizations to Research and Development is minimal and show a negative trend. The regression values for the collective data set are presented in Table 2 followed by discussions.

The results obtained show all variables included in the model as significant at better than the 95% level of confidence. The only exception is industry users, which is not significant. The direction of the relationship is the opposite of what we expected for three variables: the extent of participation of top level users in discussions regarding IT, the existence of a national training levy and the existence of a sectoral training levy. This would suggest that training levies only are not an effective way to increase participation in IT orientation. By contrast, the degree of technological change, the strength of collective bargaining over training issues and motivation of users by organizational partners has a positive correlation with access to IT learning. The effect of joint governance of training funds by social partners is quite substantial, as is the effect of the degree of technological change. For assessment of IT infusion or integration the set of criteria weights are proposed by many such as
Indeed, the role of the organizational partners in general and the business community and employers in particular, in IT learning strategies has become increasingly prominent across Saudi Arabia. This is in part in recognition of the market failures that exist in the area of adult education and training, such as user environment imperfections, IT market imperfections and training market imperfections, which lead to under-investment. In order to address these problems, structured involvement of employee representatives and the social partners at various levels of negotiation and dialogue on training are needed. It is indeed of interest to note that while much of the industrial relations literature is focused on the trend towards decentralization of bargaining, more flexible use of users and power shifts from organizations, the introduction of IT education and training in many countries reflect a different tendency, i.e., that of increasing dialogue.

The response time of the IT professionals for the implementation of the developments is found to be more. This has far reaching impact on the performance. It takes considerable time for the IT professionals to understand the changes in tools and applications. Deployment of newer and updated tools makes the existing ones obsolete and the study recorded an increasing replacement resulting the updating of available equipments.

**Suggestions:** In the light of our findings, it is possible to provide a few concrete solutions and suggestions to increase the IT readiness in Saudi Arabia. To sustain the enhanced adaptability, more collaboration is necessary between academic institutions, business and other organizations and industry. It is also essential to take into consideration of the prevailing social, ethical and professional attitudes of all those concerned for making the constituents to change the perceptions so as to consider the use of information technology in different applications [Iskandarani, M., et. al. 2006].

**Issues for education-based orientation for IT readiness:** We provide further stimulations such as the support for the development of classes and training that engage and interact with target users:

- Trainers or the educators can build their training ability before they embark programs to outreach the user community and the development in the use of information technology and apply in the training/learning centers and educational support systems
- The Authoring/development tools that facilitate transmission of data and information in IT need to be augmented more easily and support for the use of these tools
- The Information Technology access can get guided and organized so that the access is intuitive
- Only optimized educational programs and the training based on them would ensure to offset the inequity of access to information technology-based learning
- The organizations committed to apply IT can be challenged in terms of delimiting the boundaries between courses, curricula and organizations, control and accountability

**Issues to be addressed:** While we advocate the suggestions, there are many issues that need to be
The World Wide Web has profound influence in the IT corridor which makes people to orient to the IT in an organized way. However, the ultimate benefits of this web medium are contingent upon an accompanying training and support system for end-users. For a continuing and more substantive community-based IT readiness, a greater focus of effort is required. The focus can be both general as well as on a particular discipline, a given area of technology, or in response to an established national need for such development and implementation.

The training and IT readiness have potential when the associations and societies play role as they are required to coordinate evaluation and dissemination, within a specific domain. More attention is required to focus on the planning and budgeting the various information technology readiness scenarios to assist organizations. At the same time the organizations have to assist for IT readiness by offering integrated access of the components such as digital archiving, data warehousing and accounting. Government support at both broader as well as at narrower level is significant to provide coherent and comprehensive credibility to the widespread implementation of these technologies.

The optimum solution for bringing E-readiness in Saudi Arabia is to introduce the collaborative effort between organizations, higher education and government that results in curriculum development, enhanced training of IT workers and research to understand the problem and provide solutions. Now the society realizes that the sustainable technology infusion is determined by the introduction of innovation to keep the quality of life as IT has direct bearing on the society than any other technology. This has been documented in a study on Motivation for Use of Information Technology (Agbonlahor, 2006). The fact remains and perceptions ensure that the firms and markets do not operate in a vacuum. By themselves they do not produce the level of innovation and IT application that a perfectly functioning market would emerge. Relying solely on organizations on their own will increasingly because the Saudi Arabia may lose out in the international competition for high-value added service and technology in the knowledge-intensive society.
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